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About This Game

Top Down Farter includes two complete mini games:

Stinky Sam
(Traditional Farter - reverse fire)

Space zombies have invaded earth. Enter our hero, Stinky Sam, with his rotten magical beans. Chances for earth's survival? Not
good. But the chances for fartified zombies? Excellent!

Diaper Dan
(Fan Farter - forward fire)

Dream zombies have invaded Diaper Dan's bedroom. But even the imaginary undead are no match for Diaper Dan and his
deadly fart fan. Use the fart fan to mow down those zombies.

Welcome to the Fart Dome. Abandon all smell ye who enter.
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Very good i like it. i have all the DLC for the wildlife 2 seires. working on getting wildlife 3 but dosnt look all that good..
Unfinished game unfortunately.

The basics are good and it would be a fine space strategy game turn based a bit like master of orion of fame, but there is too
much missing features. It also lacks some polish in the interfaces to play the game. Some of them are hard to understand just
because they are badly designed. But making a good ui is an art in itself!

The game doesn't have any bugs that i noticed. It seems it was fixed pretty much since starting sales.

The devs don't seem to support the game anymore. I can see the 'producer' answering a question once every few months, but no
patches and nothing more.

I got the game below 10$, so i played 1 game and it was worth it. Above that price, the game is too expensive. And as it is right
now, it is extremely repetitive with no variety in the 5 races you play or the galaxy you conquer. Gets boring fast!. This time,
Adol didn't fall off a boat at the beginning.

But there's an achievement for drowning to death, so everything's fine guys, no need to panic.. Flawed game with incredibly fun
premise.

Minimal replayabiliity. Otherwise, works out to be above average. I enjoyed it.. Great game plays like a bomberman title only
problem is game needs more maps and modes highly recomend if your looking for a good bomberman experiance with friends
and family tons of fun to have minus the lack of contnent.. Really enjoyed the gameplay and art style in this. I also liked that the
game itself was kind of an interactive personality test.
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11/7 Would get clipped and ZAP snatakats again.. It's worth for the SP campaign, you can mod it with better textures!

+Nice GFX with mods
+Good OST
+Lots of weapons and levels

-Not so many different enemies

8\/10. Enjoyable for the eldritch horror fans, if rather short and (gameplay-wise) simple.
Wonderful use of geometry to portray That Which Should Not Be.. Very enjoyable if you want to command more than one
main character (they also made it so you can have a party to YOUR liking) another reason it is a good game is that you have the
age of empires like tactical battles but almost all the troops have a unique ability or fighting set (shadows can disappear, druids
and bloodmages can heal etc.) making you building armies that can adapt to certain conditions (skeletons resist projectiles,
nameless are almost or are as fast as cavalry) so you have a better chance to win huge battles. Survival is enjoyable in my
opinion because you always start from scratch so you can make a totally different playstyle everytime to find the best class
(healer in my opinion) not only that, you can also occupy towers for some time or get chests with loot and exp in them or get
power ups to make your survival group survive longer. The campaign is great because you encounter not only new bosses, you
also find rather difficult puzzles that require thought or memory to finish (the stepping stones) although you may get lost in the
campaign if you haven't played the previous two before (shadow wars, faith in destiny) you will still enjoy the style of combat or
you can even play free game (requires almost little to no knowledge of the game or characters) only thing that bugged me at the
end is that old characters that came back, didn't have the same voiceset.. Pretty fun. Took me longer than most of the others to
complete. Puzzles were a little annoying because they were so different from others in the series, but it was nice to have
something different after having played so many.. game is excellent. but this downloaded version sucks. it was stuck on open
page 100 times larger than screen and did not play. I'm really interested in this sort of historical VR experience so thought i
would give this a go. For the record i ran this on a high spec pc & ramped up the Pd to 2.0.

Overal I can not recomend this product. It's a shame, a real opertunity missed that could have been amazing.

I will list the reasons below.
1.No audio at all.
2.No educational descriptions in audio or text.
3.Teleport only.
4.The 3d structure\/polygones are mostly very basic rectangles.
5.Textures are not great.
6.The are surrounding the great pyramid looks even more ugly even from a distance.
7.3d map is too big even when scaled down.
What does work.
1.The 3d map with cutaway is really useful.
2.Concept is good you get a good idea of the scale & structure & everything seems to be in the right place.

Overal i think its a lazy effort, I don't think its good value & i hope somebody else has a better go at it.. Being a DMC fan, I
enjoy this game so much. In fact, it's a great game for any action/adventure gamer. Graphics and music are Superb. Story not so
much.. Amazing art style and an incredible journey!
The story keeps you intrigued and interested throughout and the world is fun to explore, with plenty of different creatures to
hunt and recipees to find.
Crafting is super fun with a lot of stuff to build. You can create a bunch of different armor and weapons, from swords to guns,
bombs and even voodoo dolls which lets you experiment keeping combat fresh and enjoyable.
I highly recomend it!
. This game is great. It's actually quite playable, even in beta. The new player experience is well-based, and the VR interaction is
quite natrual.
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